Abstract-This paper provides a comparison between two techniques for soft fault diagnosis in analog electronic circuits. Both techniques are based on the simulation before test approach: a "fault dictionary" is a priori generated by collecting signatures of different fault conditions. Classifiers, trained by the examples contained in the fault dictionary, are then configured to classify the measured circuit responses. The suggested classifiers have similar structures. The first is based on a fuzzy system, obtained by processing fault dictionary data for automatic generation of IF-THEN rules, and the second classifier is based on a radial basis function neural network. The two classifiers are used to detect and isolate faults both at the subsystem and component levels. The experimental results point out that both classifiers provide low classification errors in the presence of noise and nonfaulty components tolerance effects. The fuzzy approach provides better results due to an efficient generation method for the IF-THEN rules that allows adding IF parts in the input space regions where ambiguity occurs.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE is a growing interest in the development of automatic tools for testing analog circuits. In fact, although large electronic systems are usually implemented by digital techniques, quite often they interface with the external world through analog devices. As an example, all control systems, even when control is implemented by digital techniques, must take inputs from sensors and provide outputs through actuators. Conditioning, multiplexing, and converting analog signals are tasks that most complex systems have to perform.
In digital implementations, well-consolidated techniques for automated test and fault diagnosis are used, which are based on automatic test pattern generators, scan chains, and built-in self-test (BIST). In the last decades, such techniques have become mature and cost effective [1] .
Testing of analog circuits and mixed analog-digital systems is surely less understood, yet strongly relevant for applications. In fact, automated fault detection for analog circuits is subject to many problems, such as the presence of noise, the unknown deviation in tolerances of nonfaulty component values, and the location of soft faults [2] . Soft faults are associated with vari- A. Fort is with the Department of Information Engineering, University of Siena, Siena, Italy.
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ations of one (or more) circuit component values outside the tolerance range. As such, soft faults do not change the circuit topology, but the circuit operates outside its specifications with an evident loss in performance.
Even if testing of analog circuits is mainly based on the designer's experience and on specifications of a particular circuit's functionality, some methodologies of general validity have been proposed and studied in recent years [3] - [10] . Among these, simulation before test (SBT) automated fault detection methods [5] - [9] seem to have some advantages when the topology of the circuit under test (CUT) is complex. In fact, they allow reducing the test time. In this context, fault conditions are simulated before the test phase with a predefined input stimuli set applied to the circuit inputs. The circuit responses, measured at some selected test points and suitably coded, represent the CUT "signature" for the simulated fault condition; signatures are subsequently collected in a "fault dictionary." Fault detection and isolation are performed by comparing the measured CUT response with all the "signatures" contained in the dictionary.
Due to the continuous nature of the fault mechanism and the presence of noise, a complete "fault dictionary" containing all feasible fault examples cannot be generated. As a consequence, the fault space is sampled, and the diagnosis system is constructed so that a classifier generalizes from the finite set of fault signature examples.
Neural classifiers trained on the fault dictionary examples have been successfully applied to the diagnosis problem [10] - [13] , providing satisfactory results.
Recently, fuzzy theory has proved to be a challenging tool in solving pattern recognition problems [14] - [20] ; for this reason, here we suggest a novel fuzzy-based approach to the fault detection problem as an alternative to the neural one. The fuzzy system is characterized by an automatic generation of the IF-THEN rules and tuning of the membership functions, based on the examples stored in the fault dictionary. This choice is dictated by the complex relationships that associate the fault conditions (classes) to the modifications of the CUT transfer function or fault signatures (input patterns), strictly dependent on the circuit topology. A fuzzy rule set obtained by the knowledge of a domain expert would not represent a general solution to the circuit diagnosis problem, but will be strongly dependent on the particular circuit under test. In the application considered in this paper, the input space of the fuzzy classifier is, in general, characterized by a high dimension due to the complexity of the fault mechanism. As a consequence, a scatter partition of the input space was preferred to a grid-like 0018-9456/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE partition, even if the linguistic interpretation of the rules is less evident.
The performance of the proposed fuzzy approach is compared to the performance provided by a neural classifier based on radial basis functions (RBF) [21] - [24] presented by the authors in [13] . The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II the classifier and the algorithm providing the fuzzy rules from the fault dictionary are presented. The structure of the RBF classifier is briefly given in Section III. Finally, Section IV introduces results obtained by applying the developed fuzzy classifier to two sample circuits for the diagnosis of faults both at the component and at the subsystem level. Such results are then compared to the ones obtained with the RBF network approach.
II. FUZZY APPROACH
In this work, a fuzzy classifier is implemented in order to process circuit input-output measurements. The assumption of accessibility is obviously satisfied; in fact, the CUT input represents the controllable node used to inject stimuli while the output represents the observable node used to measure the CUT response (voltage/current) [2] . Each signature is obtained by injecting predefined stimuli into the input of the circuit under test and by measuring the corresponding responses at the CUT output. Sinusoidal waves with fixed amplitude and different test frequencies have been chosen as stimuli. Since each signature is a collection of samples of the CUT transfer function, the harmonic analysis has been considered. A number of samples and frequencies are identified by performing a sensitivity analysis of the circuit.
In the following, we consider that a CUT signature is given, where is the -th sample of the CUT transfer function magnitude. A first-order Sugeno fuzzy system [25] . is the number of considered fault classes, i.e., the number of the fuzzy system outputs.
Sugeno's fuzzy systems are characterized by a crisp output; the first-order Sugeno system has singleton outputs moving in a linear fashion in the output space. Because of the linear dependence of each rule on the input variables, the first-order Sugeno system finds a natural application as a supervisor in the control of nonlinear systems based on multiple linear controllers, where the dynamic behavior of the controlled systems is influenced by the input magnitude. In this application, a first-order Sugeno system allows the output of the classifier to be influenced by the larger fault signature components.
2) The membership functions, , are Gaussian functions (1) where is the membership function position and is a scaling factor that defines the membership function width.
3) As it can be seen from part (1), sub-expressions concerning different input variables are combined by fuzzy AND operators (T-norm), realized by the arithmetic product. In this case, the IF part of each fuzzy rule can be described by an -dimensional Gaussian (2) where and is the Gaussian center position vector in the input space. As it will be shown later, we assume the scaling factors to be equal, . It must be noted that, with the above assumptions, a Sugeno 0th order fuzzy system is equivalent to the RBF network [26] .
A critical point in the implementation of a fuzzy classifier is the definition of the membership functions.
A straightforward method is the grid partition of the input space. Nevertheless, this simple method is inefficient especially when the dimension of the input space is high (the number of fuzzy rules is where is the number of concerned with each input variable), or when the input data are not uniformly distributed in the input space but clustered in small regions.
For these reasons, we prefer a scatter partition of the input space based on the fault dictionary data distribution. The partition can be obtained by means of the modified version of the growing cell structure algorithm, proposed by Fritzke in [27] , [28] . This algorithm is particularly effective since it defines the fuzzy rules with a supervised scheme by taking into account the classifier output error, but it is characterized by a high computational burden. In order to maintain the algorithm accuracy but reduce its complexity, we suggest a modified version.
The modified algorithm is divided into two steps. First, the IF parts of the fuzzy rules are defined for each class separately in an unsupervised manner by taking into account only geometrical criteria. In this way, the computational burden is reduced approximately by a factor of ( is the number of fault classes considered for the CUT). In the second step, the IF position is up-dated on the basis of the classifier output error evaluated with the data contained in the fault dictionary. This step, which is highly expensive in terms of computational complexity, is used only to perfect the fuzzy rules in order to reduce the classification error. In this last phase, the weights of the THEN part, , and , are determined in a supervised manner. In more detail, by starting from a set of training data, the algorithm builds a cell structure in the input space formed by a number of cells connected by edges, which defines both the position and the width of the fuzzy rule IF parts. In the following, the position of a cell is indicated by and corresponds to the IF position in the input space, while the parameter that describes the IF width is given by the average of a subset of edge lengths.
A. Unsupervised Algorithm
We already mentioned that the cell structure is built in two successive steps. A first guess of the structure is obtained by dividing the fault dictionary data into classes and by applying the unsupervised algorithm that will be described in this subsection to each class data separately.
The unsupervised algorithm starts from a simple structure made up of ( dimension of the input space) cells all connected by edges (hyper-tetrahedron or simplex). The starting structure for is a triangle. The cell structure grows by means of an iterative procedure to represent the fault dictionary data distribution. A local counter variable is initialized at zero for each cell of the growing structure. The fault dictionary data are processed randomly, and the entire set is processed several times.
The cell structure is adapted to the data distribution by selecting an input data , finding the best matching cell , i.e., the cell characterized by the minimum geometrical distance from the considered data and moving this unit, , according to the following equation (3) where is an adaptation parameter.
The local counter of the best matching unit is then incremented. Also, the topological neighbors, , of cell , are moved, since the topological neighbors are defined as those cells connected by an edge to cell .
New cells are added after a fixed adaptation step number in the input space regions characterized by a high density of input vectors (fault dictionary examples). In particular, a new cell is added between the cell with the higher value of the associated local counter , and its furthest topological neighbor. The newly inserted cell is connected by new edges to the existing ones, so that the structure maintains its topological structure.
Ideally, at the end of the adaptation process, all the local counter variables should have approximately the same value. Hence, the algorithm stops when the maximum difference in the local counter variable relative to the number of processed data falls below a fixed threshold.
B. Supervised Algorithm
The unsupervised adaptation algorithm described above iterates times. At the end of this phase, different cell structures are obtained, which are merged to form a unique structure with the same topological properties. The resulting net is further adapted by means of a supervised version of the same algorithm.
In the following, we assume that the data contained in the fault dictionary are couples of type; is the input data, i.e., the fault signature, while is the classifier desired output. In particular, is the -dimensional vector with a "1" in the position corresponding to the fault class for and zero elsewhere.
In this contest, the fuzzy system has inputs and outputs. The classification criterion is: input belongs to the class that corresponds to the largest fuzzy system output.
In the supervised scheme, the fuzzy system is trained to perform an optimal classification of the data contained in the fault dictionary, by iteratively adapting both the IF part (center and width) and the THEN part. Note that the parameters of the -th THEN parts , and are -dimensional vectors, for instance , relating the -th IF part to each of the classifier outputs. The classifier parameters are evaluated at the first step. Given the first guess of the growing cell structure obtained by the unsupervised algorithm.
• The center of the -th fuzzy IF corresponds to the cell position.
• The width of the -th IF (Gaussian) is given by the average of the length of the two shortest edges connecting cell with the others.
• The value of each IF part is evaluated as (4) • The -th output is evaluated as (5) Note that, at the first step, the weights of the -th THEN are preset by selecting values that minimize the output error with a least mean square error function. At this point the algorithm described in Section II-A is applied with a different selection of the local counter variable. It is updated by the classification error (6) where . The weights of the THEN parts are updated at each iteration as (7) When a new cell is inserted, its associated THEN weight vector must be generated.
In this phase, the algorithm stops when the variation of the output mean error is below a fixed threshold.
With the proposed procedure based on unsupervised and supervised training, it is possible to ensure a reduced computational burden. In fact, the first unsupervised phase is performed on data belonging to each class separately (with a computational complexity that is approximately reduced by a factor with respect to the complexity of the same algorithm when applied to the whole data set). Moreover, the first phase already provides a good approximation of the final structure.
The second phase, characterized by a higher computational burden being applied to the complete training data set, consists, in general, of a reduced number of adaptation steps and allows inserting cells in the input space regions where the classification task is more complex. Please note that no cells are added in the region of the input space where no mis-classifications occur. The number of IF parts grows in those regions of the input space where classification is more difficult. Finally, it must be taken into account that in this phase the IF and the THEN parts are simultaneously changed to minimize the output error.
III. NEURAL APPROACH BASED ON RBF NETWORKS
Results provided by the fuzzy approach were compared with those obtained by the authors in a previous work [13] where a radial basis function neural (RBF) classifier was suggested.
RBFs are layered neural networks with the hidden layer characterized by Gaussian functions (or radial basis functions) [21] - [24] , [29] , [30] . Given an input , activation for the hidden units is defined as (8) where is the position in the input space of the radial basis function, and is the corresponding scaling factor characterizing the area of the activation region.
The output layer is composed of linear adding units, linked to the hidden layer by weighted connections.
The analogy of the RBF structure with the Sugeno of 0th order fuzzy classifier is apparent [26] . We configure the classifier so that coincides with the number of fault classes to be detected (each output neuron corresponds to a class of fault). An input belongs to the fault class characterized by the largest value of the output neuron.
The training set is formed in the same way used for the fuzzy approach. The target output vectors have a single "1" in the position corresponding to the correct class and "0s" elsewhere.
Training is very fast. In fact, an unsupervised technique is first used, which consists of placing the hidden units layer centers on the centroids of training input clusters. A clustering algorithm is applied to input vectors of the training set to determine cluster centroids. In [13] , the fuzzy C-Mean clustering algorithm was used to cluster separately data belonging to the different fault classes. In the second step, the width of the Gaussian functions is evaluated (the value depends on the minimum distance among cluster centroids). The weights of the output layer are trained by a supervised process. A least square regression relates the desired network outputs to the hidden node activations; each training example is passed through the first layer and the hidden nodes to produce a corresponding hidden node activation vector. Weights that minimize the squared norm of the difference between the desired outputs and the net outputs are found.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
In this section, we compare the performance of the two classification approaches described in the previous sections. Results have been obtained by taking into account both zero mean white additive noise superimposed to the circuit output response and the component tolerance effects. To this aim, we assume that each nonfaulty component of the circuit under test is a random variable uniformly distributed in the tolerance range. In order to construct the fault dictionary and compensate for the component tolerance effects, multiple signatures are generated for each potential fault of the CUT. The signatures are obtained by injecting in the controllable node (input) a set of stimuli consisting of sine waves with constant amplitude and different test frequencies selected from the frequency range of the CUT. For each stimulus, the corresponding voltage amplitude is measured at the output test point, and, hence, samples of the frequency transfer function magnitude are obtained.
In this work, two major categories of data pre-processing were applied to circuit signatures contained in the fault dictionary before using them to train the classifiers: normalization and compression. Normalization, which is commonly employed in conjunction with classifiers, prevents the subsequent pattern recognition algorithms from being biased by signature components with intrinsic larger response magnitudes. Here, data compression is achieved by means of the principal component analysis (PCA) [30] .
In order to test the proposed technique, the low-pass filter of Fig. 1(a) was considered. The nominal values and tolerance for each component of the filter are summarized in Table I . For this CUT, single faults at the component level have been taken into account while a sensitivity analysis led to the selection of eight test frequencies. , , , and were considered to be potentially faulty elements. Faults affecting the resistors and form an ambiguity class and can be grouped in a single class FIG. 1(A) called "gain fault." The gain fault can be detected by a simple dc measurement, and it is not included in the results reported hereafter. To obtain more accurate results each fault of a component is represented by two different fault classes: a class for component values larger than the nominal one and the other for component values smaller than the nominal. So, eight fault classes plus one class for the operating fault-free condition are obtained in this case. To form the fault dictionary, the faulty component values have been extracted from the uniform distribution defined in the intervals and , where is the tolerance range and the nominal value of the circuit element. The input dimension was reduced by PCA from eight to three. This reduction allows the designer to consider the grid partition method (otherwise, it could not have been applied for computational complexity reasons). For the filter of Fig. 1(a) , a white additive noise is superimposed to the circuit output and a SNR of 30 dB was considered.
In Fig. 1(b) , the projections of the IF part centers, obtained with the growing cell structure algorithm are shown together with the projections of the vectors contained in the fault dictionary. The projection plane shows the two first principal components of the fault dictionary data. It can be seen that where data of different classes are closer and the situation is more confused, the growing structure has a higher density of cells corresponding to a large number of fuzzy rules. In Fig. 2 , the plot of classification error versus the number of fuzzy rules is given. The unsupervised phase of the training algorithm was stopped when the growing cell structure reached a given complexity. Then, the supervised algorithm was used to reduce the error and stopped when the error gradient reached a predefined threshold. Table II reports the results concerning the filter in Fig. 1(a) , obtained with 900 training vectors and 1800 test vectors. It can be seen that results obtained with the three methods, fuzzy with grid partitioning, FGP, fuzzy with scatter partition (growing cell structure), FSP, and RBF networks are very similar, but the second method provides better results. It is important to observe that the complexity of the classifiers is similar. In fact, the RBF has 63 hidden nodes, and the scatter partition fuzzy classifier has 74 fuzzy rules.
The same fault diagnosis technique was then applied to a more complex circuit (see Fig. 3 ). In this case, we considered faults at the subsystem level. The circuit is composed of four second-order filters plus an adder. For this circuit, five fault classes are considered (with reference to Table III: high-pass filter 1 faulty; : low-pass filter 1 faulty; : high-pass filter 2 faulty; : low-pass filter 2 faulty; : adder faulty), plus a class for the operating circuit . Faults are defined as deviations of the circuit frequency response from the nominal one. In particular, there is a fault when one of the subsystems of the circuit does not work properly, i.e., when the amplitude of the frequency response of the filter, evaluated at the nominal cut-off frequency, differs more than 20% from the nominal value. The fault dictionary has been generated by considering single faults for the circuit components responsible for the subsystem fault. In Table III , the component values used for the circuit are listed together with the tolerance range of each component.
The circuit signature is constructed with the same procedure designed for the circuit in Fig. 1(a) . Here, 16 frequency samples were taken into account; the fault dictionary is composed of 3000 fault signatures with a 30 dB SNR. Also in this case, data were preprocessed with PCA to reduce the dimension of the input space from 16 to eight dimensions.
Results, obtained with 30 000 test vectors, are shown in Table IV . It can be seen that for this circuit the error rate is about 8%. Also in this case, a comparison among different methods is shown, which confirms results already found for the CUT in Fig. 3 . As expected, the performance of the different methods is very similar, as is the complexity of the classifiers (114 hidden nodes of the RBF versus 122 IF parts of the fuzzy systems). The resulting classification errors are near 8% for all the compared methods.
As already highlighted, the RBF classifier is equivalent to a 0th order Sugeno fuzzy system. It can be seen that the growing cell structure algorithm is a more efficient training algorithm. The slight enhancement in classification is probably due to the supervised refinement of the IF parts (equivalent to the hidden units of the RBF), obtained in the final phase of the proposed training algorithm. The best results obtained with the 1st order Sugeno (7.5% for FS1 versus 8.5% for RBF), are justified by the coupling of the more efficient training (growing cell structure) with a larger number of degrees of freedom (parameters of the THEN parts).
V. CONCLUSION
An automatic diagnosis technique based on a fuzzy classifier was presented and applied to fault location in analog electronic circuits, considering single faults both at the component and subsystem level.
The fuzzy rules are defined by processing a data set contained in the fault dictionary, applying an efficient algorithm based on a growing cell structure. The algorithm is divided in two phases so that the computational burden is reduced, but the advantages of a supervised scheme are preserved. It is shown that, under the assumed hypotheses, the structure of the fuzzy classifier is analogous to that of a radial basis function network. Hence, the performances of the two methods are similar. Results obtained by applying a first-order Sugeno fuzzy system are justified by the efficiency of the classifier training method and the large number of degrees of freedom. 
